JAM Press is pleased to announce that the new book, Introduction to Rasch Measurement: Theory, Models, and Applications, is now available. The book is available in soft cover ($47, ISBN 0-9755351-1-0) and hard cover ($59, ISBN 0-9755351-0-2). Postage and handling are additional. Information on ordering the book (689 pages) is found on the reverse of this announcement and also available at the website for the Journal of Applied Measurement, www.jampress.org. Please go to the JAM Press Books page on that website and scroll down to the new books section. A PDF of the JAM Press order form is also available for printing on that web page. Introduction to Rasch Measurement: Theory, Models, and Applications contains 24 chapters, written by the leading experts in Rasch measurement, which discuss all aspects of family of Rasch measurement models. A listing of the chapters can be found below.
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I. THEORY
1. Introduction to Rasch Measurement is printed on acid-free paper. 
